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← DPS Rotation and Cooldowns Capabilities Below is our guide to optimal alignment of your abilities. This should help give you a basic understanding of what to do and what is most important to focus on. Each rotation list is more of a list of priorities - in real time, you will constantly determine what ability to use next. Of all the abilities
available, use the highest priority list. #Single DPS rotation Use the following rotation (and talents) in heavy AoE encounters. Below are the recommended gems, enchants and consumables based on the Stat Priority Guide to Noxxic. As mentioned there, the recommended Stat Priority (which defines these recommendations) is
generalized to be well suited to most players. However, modeling your own character will always give the most accurate weight statistics. With this said, the following recommendations are the next best choice for optimizing your character. Below is the recommended talent build to maximize damage results. Many different combinations of
talent can be effective, so while below build our recommendation - take the time to read each talent and decide for yourself. Knowing about each talent and its strengths and weaknesses can be very helpful. (Pawn: v1: NoxxicMarksmanshipHunterPvE: Class-Hunter, Spectre-Marksman, Dps-8.0, Agility 7.0, Crete -5.13, Mastery Rating
4.66, Versatility 4.6, HasteRating-4.12) Welcome to this end of the Game Warcraft Beast Mastery Hunter Class Guide. This guide is simplified and simplified to give effective information and advice without over-complicating things. It is designed for players who want to excel in DPS without having to deep theorycraft each item and collide
or try to digest a massive wall of text. For competitive Raiders ultimate game, we suggest explicitly using simulation tools, spreadsheets, and your own judgment to gain optimal stat weight, talent builds, and abilities priorities as they ultimately depend on your character profile, raid needs, and preference for game style. Welcome to this end
of the game World of Warcraft Marksmanship Hunter Class Guide. This guide is simplified and simplified to give effective information and advice without over-complicating things. It is designed for players who want to excel in DPS without having to deep theorycraft each item and collide or try to digest a massive wall of text. For
competitive Raiders ultimate game, we offer explicit use of simulation tools, spreadsheets, and your own judgment to gain optimal stat weight, talent builds, and priorities Because they end up depending on your character profile, raid needs, and preference for style of play. Games.
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